Liberal Arts Program Committee
Minutes 4.30.12

Members Present: Ann Higginbotham, Bruce Johnson, Meredith James, Brandon Monroe, David Stoloff, Patty Szczys, Nanette Tummers

Minutes accepted from 4.16.12 MJ/BM 5-0

**Reports from Committees:**

a. Senate Executive: Developing Ad Hoc Curriculum Reform Committee. One rep from LAPC will serve along eight other reps from other standing committees and elected at large. LAPC has concerns regarding the composition of this committee. We suggest that policies for electing members should ensure instructional faculty are well represented. Additionally, we have concerns about formally introducing business on the last meeting of the year which would result in voting during the first meeting in the fall.

b. FYPC: No Report

c. Implementation Team: No Report

d. Faculty Senate: Since the friendly amendment was accepted and approved with the academic affairs bill outlining online course limitations, LAPC will need to determine which Tier II areas will be allowed online courses. No questions were raised publicly regarding the interim policy of no 4-credit courses in the LAC.

**Announcements:**

Thanks and best wishes to our non-returning members: Bruce Johnston, Meredith James, and Brandon Monroe.

**New Business:**

1. New Course Approvals:  
   - PSC 340 MJ/BM 6-0 approved Tier II I&S  
   - PSC 339 BM/MJ 6-0 approved Tier II I&S  
   - PSC 341 Tabled  
   - PSC 220 Resubmit  
   - THE 481 PS/BM 6-0 approved Tier III  
   - ART/WST 355 AH/BM 6-0 approved Tier II CP  
   - ENG 214 BM/MJ 6-0 approved Tier I L&T  
   - PSC 227 BM/BJ 6-0 temp approved Tier II I&S  

BM/BJ moved to adjourn 6-0

These minutes were approved via email on 5.2.12 AH/Bj 5-0